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About This Game

Pixel country suffer. The Great Darkness comes to our land and devours all life around. Only one man escaped from
an alien threat. The local parachutist was flying high in the sky when his own world was destroyed by the Crushers.
These giant evil creatures now lurk everywhere and unfortunately, our hero doesn`t have any weapons to fight them.

Only his trusty parachute and ability to jump high.
Go on a journey with the last survivor in his struggle to defeat the Crushers, before the aliens destroy everything that

is left of this world. It will be the deadly jump into the darkness!

Features:
* Hardcore gameplay.
* Old school graphics.

* Cool music.
* Simple control.

* 20 levels on main campaign and some bonus missions.
* Battle with a huge boss.

* Collect coins and unlock additional content.
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A pretty solid Classic JRPG with some good music. Damn worth a play thou wait till it's on sale as $15 is a little bit too much..
Its a really fun game and has a lot of replayability. Easy to get into and well worth the price if you like exploration type sapce
shooty.. Let's start by the fact that it has a demo (+1), Always better trying a demo than buying a game and feel like being
cheated.
It is an open empty world. Meaning that you can run a lot, everywhere, and find nothing. just plain fields.
Run, or drive.
You got a car to enhance, by buying new engines, protective gear (SPIKES) And Nitro, helpful if you've got one of these
moments where you want to jump from high cliffs. Careful tho, as your car is damageable and can lose parts of its body.
Driving is quite enjoyable and responsive.
You got 5 weapons (One of them is a baseball bat which sends zombie flying scoring home runs).
You simply are an average hero who's going to save the world from a zombie invasion. Nothing more, nothing less.
It's an average game, with a debatable humor (I found it funny, tho.), go-there-and-do-this-then-come-back mission type,
a race, an entire city to free from mafia (Zombie).
The soundtrack is pretty good, it's jut a bit limited and you'll end up hearing the same song three times in a row, too.
Graphics aren't the best, but cities and other places are, in my opinion, detailed. By detailed I mean that there are a lot of
particulars that add a bit more dynanism and entertain the eye. I often found myself moving the camera around, trying to find
something odd, unexpected.
After all I still recommend it: calling it the worst game ever is overly exaggerated, although there aren't 5 bosses and the story
isn't exactly well written. It's just an average game, enjoyable if you don't expect that every game you own is a GOTY or
received a score of 90 \/ 100.
The last advice I can give is to not buy it on full price, wait for at least 50% discount.. Played like half hour - was enough.
boring combat, clunky animation and movements. Controlling characters are confusing, not very effective even with hot keys.
Stay away even on sale price.. More less ok cards and backgrounds.

The game really got bad reviews due to the empty scenario that just haves nothing .The cards do give a bit in return but not my
fav game for the money you would spend .. An entertaining but challenging romp.. As others have said, interesting idea, but
poorly executed.

The game is supposed to be an exciting, fast-paced cobbling together of clues to figure out who's targeting you, and eliminate
them first. The problem is that there's practically no communication or feedback to the player on their decisions. It ends up
being so incomprehensible that it looks like things are happening randomly, even though I'm sure they're not.

For example, in my 2nd game, Mold events were all over the place. So I figure "Oh, ok, Mold is in a weird power struggle with
itself, taking everyone else down in the crossfire". Thankfully I don't pull the trigger because out of nowhere Lisko gets
everyone to riot against me, despite giving me a favorable "interview" just days ago? Then strangely I can't assault her until later
for no explained reason. Her clues went from "Has my number, annoying the police" to "Attacking my stronghold". I did a ton
of events and NOTHING pointed to her. I even did hacking with Fungus and got nothing. I talked to multiple people,
and....nothing. Hilariously enough I not only won a game where I was wrong. I won a game where I had no idea what was going
on, neutralized someone who wasn't a mole, and basically sat around for 7 days. That shouldn't be possible.

My last complaint, if you stuck around this long, is again harping on how this game deliberately keeps you in the dark on
everything. There's a very brief sound when the tv turns on, which honestly I was never able to tell if it was that or a sound for
finding a clue or a new mission. There's no sound, just subtitles, so if you go into ANY menu you can't tell what's happening,
but if you sit there you're wasting extremely valuable time. You've apparently worked with your agents for years, but your
relation and their background aren't explained at all. This leads to events happening that you just won't understand. Some
megacity on Venus is burning and crashing into the ocean? What happened? Is that us? Where are we anyway?...Some traitor
fleet is demanding a planet? Who are they? Why do I care? How does this affect the plot? Who the hell are the Press Corp and
why are they apparently bad during this broadcast??? Mold is getting burned alive and begging for help? Why should I? What
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happened because I said no? The game just moves right along and doesn't care to explain anything happening to you. It's cool
you have all these characters and a universe and moving pieces, but if you don't bother to make it clear to the player what's
happening, then they'll just flail a bit and move on.

Not because they aren't good enough to win, but because they aren't invested in what they're doing. And that's exactly why I
can't recommend this, and will be refunding.. Like Lunar Lander, except there was a need to plaster it in
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing neon. It's harder, though, and what classic game offshoot would it be if it weren't hard?
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wtf is this
. Reveal The Deep's launcher is broken; I Can't run it. I got win7 Ulti [64-bit]. Unfortunately a downvote for this one.. really
great model and high in detail. I would recomend this. I think out of all of the games this company made when it comes to
Virtual Families\/Villagers, this one is the better one, I find that the puzzles (though complicated at times) aren't just too hidden
or impossible to figure out and the animation is better than others they've done. It's not Sims, but it's a cute game.. Its a great
game for first day, then the same over and over thing happens and if you want to kill the final boss you need to replay it over 20
times. That is kinda grind only and not really fun....
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